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Oakland, Calif.—March 1, 2018—LUMEDX Corporation, the market leader in
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cardiovascular data intelligence, announced today that Orlando Health is live with
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HealthView Analytics, LUMEDX’s latest cloud-based performance analytics offering.
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LUMEDX’s HealthView Analytics technology platform will be used to deliver the
Cardiovascular Performance Program (CPP), which provides meaningful analytics
along with focused performance-improvement consultation services. The CPP will
allow Orlando Health to monitor, measure and improve all aspects of its cardiovascular
service line, as well as identify variation in care and find opportunities to reduce cost.
Built on the latest Microsoft Azure cloud technology stack, the HealthView Analytics
platform aggregates data using secure data ingestion pipelines from several sources
into a central cloud-based cardiovascular data model. All of Orlando Health’s nine sites
are connected, giving the organization near real-time access to financial, clinical and
operational insights, including advanced visualization of registry data, outcomes and
risk data; physician scorecards; and more.
“Using the HealthView Analytics technology platform along with the CPP services,
hospitals can reduce costs and simultaneously improve quality and patient satisfaction
using data they are already collecting in their existing EMR, point-of-care devices,
clinical registries and financial systems,” said Praveen Lobo, LUMEDX Vice President
Strategic Products.
In 2013, Orlando Health successfully deployed LUMEDX’s physician structured
reporting and image management solutions across five of its campuses. In 2017, the
organization signed up to be an early adopter of the HealthView Analytics platform and
Orlando Health’s financial, operational and clinical teams worked closely with LUMEDX
to develop user-friendly and meaningful insights into the data.
Renowned for its cardiac, cancer and surgical care for children and adults, Orlando
Health is one of Florida’s most comprehensive private, not for profit healthcare
networks. It is made up of six wholly-owned hospitals, two partnership hospitals and a
skilled nursing facility, serving approximately 1.8 million residents with 2,295 beds. It is
also Central Florida’s first designated teaching hospital.
LUMEDX is the market leader in cardiovascular data intelligence and a pioneer in
cloud-powered healthcare solutions. Our comprehensive suite of software and services
enables meaningful analytics, high-performance workflows, optimal integration of
clinical and HIS data, and improved continuity of care. We develop all our solutions
with the firm belief that the delivery and management of healthcare is best served by a
community of providers linked—and empowered—by technology. For more information
on HealthView Analytics solutions, please visit www.lumedx.com or email info@lumedx.
com.
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